Gabriel's Oboe (from The Mission)
**Synopsis**

(Oboe and Piano). This sheet music includes both a piano solo arrangement and a oboe with piano accompaniment arrangement.
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**Customer Reviews**

This sheet music actually came in two arrangements. One for solo piano and one for oboe solo with piano accompaniment. I found that the score for piano and oboe is actually well suited to play, as is, on the organ (treating the score as a 3-stave organ arrangement). The oboe solo score is printed on the back of the piano solo score. That is somewhat odd, but I consider the piano solo arrangement as kind of an unexpected bonus, anyway, so I didn't mind that the oboe and piano solos were printed on the same piece of paper.

This is a beautiful and simple piece. I played it at church and got good comments after the service. To make it longer I inserted the first page of the piano arrangement without the intro, after first section of the solo and played the melody in cannon two beats off, then finished with the second half of the solo. I played it on recorder. It's not just for oboe.

Very good publication - the printing was easy to read and had both piano only and piano with Oboe the later worked very well.

Music was hard to read. Really skinny notes and staff lines. Recopied it and made it bold and it was
much more readable.
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